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ENG SAMPLE AVAILABLE 
imprint: Rizzoli
14 x 19,5 cm | 96 pages | hardcover
ill. Sergio Olivotti 
November 2019

Ad: Santa Claus, job wanted!
Everybody knows that Santa Claus is a seasonal 
worker, and it has always been this way: during the 
months when he doesn’t work he devotes himself 
to his passions, like reading and travelling. Unless... 
the International Post Office is broke and has not 
paid his salary for three years, so he is forced to find 
a second job. Not so easy! Could he be a waiter? 
Santa is too big and goofy. An entertainer? Too 
old. A call center operator? Too sincere. When he 
is about to lose hope, he finally finds the job that 
is right for him, plus useful for the community: the 
garbage collector. In his new professional life, Santa 
discovers that waste can conceal wonderful gifts, 
and he is soon again on his sled delivering toys made 
from recycled materials. Meanwhile, he discovers the 
letters of a former child, Bice, now become an old 
lady. These letters, adressed to Santa Claus, have 
never been delivered, but the wish that they convey 
has not expired yet and maybe Santa is still in time 
to make it come true. 

MI CHE LE  D ’ I GNAZ IO 
born in Cosenza in 1984, is the author of the longseller 
“Story of a pencil”  (more than 12.000 copies) and its 
sequels, “Story of a pencil at home” and “Story of a pencil 
at school” (more than 9.000 copies sold altogether). The 
author is very active in promoting reading and he has been 
touring bookstores and schools in Italy meeting thousands 
of young readers. 

Santa Claus at  the times of the 
financial crisis and recycling practices.

8+

Michele D’Ignazio
SANTA’S SIDE JOB  CIANO MAGENTA GIALLO NERO

michele d’ignazio

Michele d’ignazio

sergio olivotti
illustrazioni di

Illustrazioni di Sergio Olivotti 
Art Director: Francesca Leoneschi
Graphic Design: theWorldof DOT

€ 15,00

Babbo Natale,  
si sa, è uno stagionale,  

e gli è sempre andata bene così, 
finché per colpa della crisi non 

è costretto a cercarsi un secondo 
lavoro. Fosse facile! Il cameriere? No, 

Babbo Natale è troppo grosso e goffo.  
L’animatore? Troppo vecchio.  

L’operatore di call center? Non fa per lui.
Ma proprio quando sta per perdere  

ogni speranza, Babbo Natale trova  
un mestiere perfetto. 

E scopre che non è mai tardi
 per realizzare i desideri.  

I propri, ma soprattutto 
quelli degli altri.

13 mm

BABBONATALEesec.indd   1 01/10/19   16:19

A fun and romantic story 
to be read in one sitting.

The book is illustrated by the amazing and 
funny artwork of Sergio Olivotti that creates a 

stunning and unforgettable Santa Claus.

NEW
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ST E FANO TO FANI 
has a degree in Conservation of Cultural Heritage from the 
University of Pisa and works at the Municipality of Lucca. 
He has published several novels under the pseudonym of 
Stof with 80144 Edizioni and then in 2013 with its real 
name the surreal “Adam’s navel”, highly appreciated by 
critics (Villa Torlonia Award) and in 2018 with “Flowers 
upside down”.

An original and vibrant  look on 
childhood. 

ENG SAMPLE AVAILABLE 
imprint: Rizzoli

13,5 x 21 cm | 244 pages | hardcover w/jacket
ill. Chiara Fedele 

September 2019

9+

Have you ever seen a hero wearing thick 
glasses?
Ernesto is twelve, he wears thick glasses and has a 
lopsided walk since the accident when her beloved 
grandmother died. Though her colorful proverbs and 
her teachings remain vivid, and continually resound 
in his mind.
Most of his peers avoid him, so Ernesto only has few 
and unusual friends. One of them comes from across 
the sea and now lives in the shelter; another one is 
a policeman that turns into a fisherman at night; 
Ernesto also has a friend in a wheelchair, a talking 
cricket type who gives him thousand of doubts and 
warns him all the time about anything. But at the 
end, are we sure that this friend really exists?
Ernesto has a crush on his schoolmate Martina, 
the prettiest in the class, but he’s very well aware 
that she doesn’t even notice him. Till one day the 
girl suddenly disappears. Ernesto is determined to 
find her by following a lead and composing a jigsaw 
that the grownups can’t understand. This looks like 
his biggest chance to turn from a bespectacled 
loser into a hero in shining armour!

Stefano Tofani
SEVEN HUGS AND KEEP T HE CHANGE

Irresistible characters engaged in a compelling detection story.

A moving and funny novel full of irony and tenderness.

NEW
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12+
imprint: Rizzoli
13 x 21,5 cm | pages 150 | hardcover w/jacket
ill. Giulia Vetri
September 2019

«Dear Flavia, here it is. A letter from mum 
that is no longer with you. Strong stuff. If 
you have to cry, do it now, then wash your 
face and read again. I wait, I have time.»
A month after her mother’s death, Flavia begins to 
receive letters written by the mother herself. They 
are meant to carry on a dialogue with her sixteen-
year-old daughter, to keep on giving her advices, to 
pass dear objects on, to make her feel less lonely. 
Flavia has not stopped doing everything she did 
before: she attends school, she goes out with lovely 
boyfriend Luca, and with best friend Sabri, who is 
a bit crazy. Also, she is left with her dad, who really 
tries his best, even if sometimes he seems not to 
be able to make it. But it doesnt’t take much to 
bring back tears in her eyes, to remember that her 
mum is not there anymore and will never be there 
again. But where do those letters come from? Flavia 
needs to know, and she starts her personal research. 

AUGUSTO  MA CCHE T TO 
has written in all colors (pink, yellow, black) and in all 
sauces: novels, stories, poems, comics, songs... When he 
doesn’t write his own stories, he translates those of others. 
He has published with Mondadori, Fabbri, Il Battello a 
Vapore, Giunti, Walt Disney, De Agostini, Panini.

A moving novel, never dark , which 
hurts and consolates, with sweetness 
and irony.

Augusto Macchetto
A KISS T HAT WILL STAY WIT H YOU FOREVER

A strong topic, the loss of the mother, told to 
teenagers in their own language, easy and direct.

The town of Bologna is the protagonist of this story with its fascinating 
arcades and cobbled streets, as vividly depicted as in a movie.

NEW
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10+

Twenty snapshots of history accompanied by evocative illustrations 
on this fascinating journey through the colours of our past.

imprint: Rizzoli
19,3 x 24 cm | 204 pages| paperback w/flaps

ill. Marco Paschetta
October 2019

C AR LO  GRE P P I 
(1982) historian and writer, has worked with Rai History, 
organises historical trips with the Deina association, and 
is a member of the Scientific Committee of the Ferruccio 
Parri National Institute, which coordinates the network 
of Institutes of the history of the Resistance and modern 
age in Italy. His publications include historical non fiction 
as well as adult’s and and children’s novels.

Learning about history big and small through 
our family heritage.
What do mean, Germany used to be split? And there 
wasn’t always sugar in Europe? Without clocks, how did 
people know what time to meet? How did sailors know 
where to go if no one had ever been around the world? 
History is taught from the early years of education but it’s 
not always easy to place events, inventions, technological 
change in time. Or understand how they relate to human 
history,  to our battles, conquests and revolutions. Hence 
the idea to look back through time, from generation to 
generation, traversing the centuries, from today to as 
far back as the 11th century, sharing fragments of the 
lives of ordinary people against the backdrop of world 
history. Travelling back through time, from grandparent 
to grandparent, grown-up Carlo and young J play a game 
with the reader to work out what once existed but doesn’t 
anymore, what has remained and what will only ever live 
on in literature. We also discover just how far back our 
roots can take us, in time and space. 

Travelling back through time, from 
grandparent  to grandparent.

Carlo Greppi
YOU ARE HISTORY. 1000 years and 20 grandparents 

NEW



8 ComiCS

All 
ages

imprint: Rizzoli
21,5 x 28,5 cm | 208 pages | hardcover
ill. Grazia Nidasio
November 2019

Stefi is only eight years old, yet he is one 
of the most enduring characters of Italian 
comics. 
From the beginning in 1972 in the “Corriere dei 
Ragazzi”, passing through the long presence as a 
protagonist on the “Corriere dei Piccoli” from 1976 
to 1992, until the appearances on the “Corriere 
della Sera” and in a happy cartoon series, she 
has conquered and accompanied generations of 
adults and children for over forty years, without 
ever losing a bit of her irresistible freshness. Lively 
and impertinent, curious and passionate, amusing 
and always surprising, Stefi offers the portrait of 
a childhood far from any stereotype: a child who 
is not afraid of saying what she thinks and of 
showing herself as she is, who speaks to his peers 
giving voice to their problems and their desires and 
who reproaches the grown-ups with a disarming 
spontaneity and recklessness.

GR AZ I A  NI DA S IO
was a central figure in the world of illustration and Italian 
comics. From the mid-fifties and for over half a century, she 
contributed with her very personal style to the creation of 
covers and illustrated books; she worked in advertising and 
animation and, above all, she collaborated as an editor and 
cartoonist with magazines and newspapers (“Corriere dei 
Piccoli”, “Corriere dei Ragazzi”). Unforgettable characters 
have come to life from her pen, such as Alibella, Violante 
Rock, Dott. Oss, Valentina Mela Verde and La Stefi, to 
whom this volume is entirely dedicated. She died on 
December 24, 2018, in Certosa di Pavia, where she had 
lived for a long time.

A tribute to the lively  
and impertinent  Stefi and her 
creator, the great  Grazia Nidasio.

La Stefi ha solo otto anni, eppure è uno dei personaggi più longevi del fumetto italia-
no. Dagli esordi nel 1972 sul «Corriere dei Ragazzi» – comprimaria della fortunata 
serie Valentina Mela Verde – passando per la lunga presenza da protagonista sul 

«Corriere dei Piccoli» tra il 1976 e il 1992, fino alle apparizioni sul «Corriere della Sera» e 
in una felice serie di cartoni animati, ha conquistato per oltre quarant’anni generazioni di 
adulti e di bambini. Vivace e impertinente, curiosa e appassionata, con le sue avventure la 
Stefi offre il ritratto di un’infanzia lontana da ogni stereotipo: quella di una bambina che 
non ha timore di dire ciò che pensa e di mostrarsi per come è, che parla ai suoi coetanei 
dando voce ai loro problemi e ai loro desideri e che redarguisce i grandi con una sponta-
neità e una spregiudicatezza disarmanti. In questo volume sono raccolte le sue storie più 
belle, per i giovani lettori di ieri e di oggi.

Nella vita di tutti i giorni c’è molto più fantasy di quanto si possa immaginare.
E Grazia Nidasio lo ha dimostrato con le sue storie, con i suoi personaggi.

La quotidianità non è mai banale. È fantastica.
FERRUCCIO DE BORTOLI 

Grazia amava i giovani e li trattava da grandi e, tra i grandi come lei,
era in questo un’assoluta rarità: pensava a una, due generazioni avanti.

MATTEO CORRADINI

La capacità di narrare il quotidiano di Grazia Nidasio ha alzato l’asticella di qualunque
sceneggiatore di fumetti. Perché è facile raccontare di viaggi interdimensionali, difficile è raccontare

la vita di una famiglia normale, in un condominio normale di una città normale e lasciarti il desiderio
di sapere come prosegue la storia, la settimana dopo.

LEO ORTOLANI 

GRAZIA NIDASIO  è stata una figura centrale del mondo dell’illustrazione e del fumetto italiano. Dal-
la metà degli anni Cinquanta e per oltre mezzo secolo, ha contribuito con il suo personalissimo stile alla 
realizzazione di copertine e libri illustrati, ha lavorato nella pubblicità e nell’animazione e, soprattutto, 
ha collaborato in veste di redattrice e vignettista con periodici e quotidiani, diventando una delle colonne 
portanti del «Corriere dei Piccoli» prima, e poi del «Corriere dei Ragazzi». Dalla sua penna hanno preso 
vita e volto personaggi indimenticabili, come Alibella, Violante Rock, Dottor Oss, Valentina Mela Verde e 
Stefi. È morta il 24 dicembre 2018, a Certosa di Pavia, dove risiedeva da molto tempo.

CMYKEsecutivo 222x293mm

In copertina:
illustrazione © Grazia Nidasio
Art Director: Francesca Leoneschi
Graphic Designer: Pietro Piscitelli / theWorldofDOT

¤ 00,00 www.rizzolilibri.it

 /RizzoliLibri 

@RizzoliLibri 

@rizzoli l ibri
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NidasioSTEFIesec.indd   1 30/09/19   15:49

Grazia Nidasio
il libro della Stefi NEW

Grazia Nidasio’s  ability to narrate the everyday life raised the bar for any comic artist. 
Because it’s easy to tell about interdimensional journeys, it is much more difficult  

to tell the everyday life of a normal family, in a normal condominium of a normal city.

Leo Ortolani 

All 
ages
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The story of a child excluded from 
school for being different.
 One of the many.

Inspired by the true story of Roberto Bassi, 
told in the documentary Different, screened 
at the Venice film festival in 2018. 
Roberto is a normal child, or that is what he has 
always believed. That is until his classmates start to 
make him notice that he is different because he wears 
glasses. And maybe it is best if he isn’t spotted in their 
company. Maybe it would be better if he changed 
school, and attended a school exclusively for children 
who wear glasses. A simple but inhuman mechanism, 
so similar to that on which the persecution and 
extermination of the Jews was based, and so similar 
to many prejudices still alive in today’s society. 
Inspired by the true story of Roberto Bassi, a Jewish 
boy expelled from his primary school in 1938, Matteo 
Corradini writes a story with great symbolic power, 
accompanied by the black and white illustrations of 
Sonia Cucculelli. In conclusion, a factual question 
and answer section in which the author explains to 
children the nature of the racial laws and the effect 
they had on Italy eighty years ago.

ENG SAMPLE AVAILABLE 
imprint: Rizzoli

13 x 18 | 204 pages | hardcover w/jacket
ill. Sonia Cucculelli 

January 2019
9+

MAT T EO  COR R ADINI
is a Jewish studies scholar and writer. He has worked in 
the educational field of Holocaust Remembrance for 
many years, and is on the board of the literary festival 
‘Scrittorincittà’ (Writers in the city) in Cuneo. With Rizzoli 
he has published the successful book La repubblica delle 
farfalle, (The Butterfly Republic), set in the Terezin ghetto 
and also published in Germany. In 2018 he was awarded 
the Italian Andersen Prize.

SONI A  CUCCULE L L I 
studied at the Rome Academy of Illustration and Visual 
Communication and she is an illustrator and animator in 
the field of books, advertising and films.

Matteo Corradini
Just a word. A story set in the time of racial laws

«People who only thinks of themselves feels continually under threat.»
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ENG SAMPLE AVAILABLE 
imprint: Rizzoli
13,5 x 21 cm | 238 pages | hardcover w/jacket
ill. Piero Macola
September 2018

Riccardo Gazzaniga sports stories talk of 
redemption, discrimination and positive 
values.  A highly appealing book for young-
sters, parents and teachers.
Sport isn’t all about victory and defeat. It is the 
manner in which you win or lose. The author tells 20 
stories of redemption, rebellion, discrimination and 
bravery through the lives of champions, of varying 
fame, who have changed history, not just in their 
sport but also in society.From Muhammad Alì and 
Emile Griffith to Alex Zanardi and Yusra Mardini, from 
Jesse Owens to Vera Caslavska, famous champions 
along with those who have been forgotten but 
deserve to be remembered and celebrated.

A powerful collection of 20 stories 
about  international sport  champions 
with a huge crossover potential.

R I CC ARDO  GAZZ ANI GA 
was born in Genoa where he lives and works as a policeman 
and writer. With Einaudi he has published Hidden Face (A 
viso coperto) winner of the Calvino Award and Don’t Tell 
Anyone (Non devi dirlo a nessuno).

11+

Storie di campioni
che hanno cambiato il mondo

Lo sport non è fatto solo di vittorie e di 
sconfitte. È importante anche come si vince 
e come si perde. Perché essere un campio-
ne non significa soltanto conquistare una 
medaglia, battere un record, dominare nella 
propria disciplina, ma conquistare un prima-
to morale, saper difendere un ideale nobile, 
dare un esempio. E combattere contro av-
versari invisibili e subdoli come la discrimi-
nazione razziale, politica o sessuale, contro 
malattie o infortuni gravissimi ,  o sempli-
cemente contro regole ingiuste e tradizioni 
fuori dal tempo.
I protagonisti di questi venti racconti, con 
le loro scelte coraggiose e la loro straordi-
naria capacità di lottare, ci mostrano come 
lo sport può cambiare il mondo, quando si fa 
portavoce dei più alti valori umani. 

La storia di  Yusra Mardini ,  ragazza che 
scappò a nuoto dalla guerra; di Gino Bar-
tali , campione che pedalò per salvare cen-
tinaia di ebrei; di Emile Griffith, pugile che 
uccise sul ring e amò gli uomini; di Kathrine 
Switzer, prima donna a correre una marato-
na; di Peter Norman, eroe silenzioso tra i due 
giganti del 1968: queste e tante altre storie 
raccontate dalla voce forte e dolce, epica e 
commovente di Riccardo Gazzaniga.

«Portiamo la forza e il coraggio  
di questi sportivi dentro i piccoli gesti  

quotidiani delle nostre vite.  
Forse non vinceremo medaglie,  

ma saremo campioni anche noi.» RICCARDO GAZZANIGA è nato a Geno-
va nel 1976. Dopo aver frequentato il liceo 
classico si è arruolato nella Polizia di Stato, 
dove presta servizio da ventidue anni. 
Appassionato di  calcio ,  nuoto e spor t di 
combattimento, ha pubblicato due romanzi 
per Einaudi: A viso coperto (2013), con cui 
ha vinto il premio Calvino e il premio Mas-
sarosa, e Non devi dirlo a nessuno (2016), 
adottato in diverse scuole medie e superio-
ri. La storia del corridore australiano Peter 
Norman, pubblicata in Rete e qui inclusa, è 
stata tradotta in dieci lingue e ha emozio-
nato milioni di lettori in tutto il mondo.

Esecutivo 139x218 mm CYAN MAGENTA GIALLO NERO

In copertina:
Illustrazione: © Piero Macola 
Fotografia dell ’autore: © Basso Cannarsa
Art Director : Francesca Leoneschi
Graphic Designer : Emilio Ignozza / theWorldofDOT

www.rizzoli.eu

 /RizzoliLibri 
@RizzoliLibri
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ISBN 978-88-17-10326-8
€ 16,00

ISBN 978-88-17-10326-8

   1 23/07/18   17:13

Riccardo Gazzaniga
we touched the stars

The first book for children 
by the Calvino Award winning author.  

More than 

12,000 

copies sold
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11+
imprint: Rizzoli

13x21,5 | 280 pages
hardcover w/jacket

March 2019 
Rights managed by Book on a Tree

   3 31/01/19   11:42

A book retelling the only unresolved case  
of a plane hijack in the history of American 
aviation. A writer following in the footsteps 
of great American thriller writers such as 
Cormac MrCarthy, Elmore Leonard and 
Joe Lansdale.
In 1971 a man going by a false name of D.B. Cooper 
hijacked an American plane. All of the passengers 
were released without having been harmed in return 
for two hundred thousand dollars and a parachute. 
The pilot was forced to take off once again and the 
man launched himself out of the plane’s rear door 
never to be seen again. This is the only unresolved 
case of piracy in the history of American aviation. 
Up to this point the book recounts real life events. 
Thirty-five years later, 15-year-old Rusty’s life is 
complicated by belonging to a gang of thugs, an 
absent father and a drug addict mother. An old man 
called Carter is the only person who seems to give 
him a second chance.

No story is more powerful than one 
based on a true story.

CHR I ST I AN  HI L L 
Italian despite the name, is an aeronautical engineer, a 
journalist and a passionate photographer. He has written 
many books for children, almost all about aviators, planes 
and tales connected to flight.

Christian Hill
The Sky Thief

Two stories full of adventure, grit and humanity, 
which intertwine thanks to a masterful plot  

in a surprising, tough and touching book.
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The author is a real idol among teenage 
girls with over a million fans on Instagram.
My legs are about to give way; my throat is dry and 
heart beating out of control. My hands, my hands 
that for so long have held his tightly, are now wrapped 
around a gun. I am about to faint, collapse. I am Cass 
Harris, and I have just shot the love of my life.
Cass has an emptiness inside: since her little brother 
Emmett was run over by a car something in her family 
and her has switched off forever. But the day she 
meets Ash, with his magnetic gaze and mysterious 
charm, her broken heart begins to beat again. But 
Ash is mixed up in dangerous games, and Cass still 
doesn’t know how much she could lose.

A book full of unexpected twists  
and turns.

E LEONOR A GAG GE RO 
made her debut on the Disney TV series Alex&Co, and has 
appeared in several successful TV dramas and films. Since 
childhood acting has been one of her greatest passions 
in addition to reading and writing. This is her third novel.

imprint: Fabbri Editori
15 x 21 cm | 220 pages
paperback
May 2019

12+

Eleonora Gaggero
The Last Breath

A love story and a thriller.
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Eleonora Gaggero
1. If It’s With You, Always
2. Tell me You Believe Me

12+

IF IT’S WITH YOU, ALWAYS 

Effy has a dream: becoming an actress. This 
is a special summer for her, because her wish 
could come true: she is going to an exclusive campus 
that trains young talents and puts a trip to Los Angeles up for 
grabs.

TELL MEYOU BELIEVE ME

Effy and James are in America chasing a dream and discovering 
their talent. But between work on set and concerts, new 
opportunities and first success, nothing seems certain anymore.

A real idol among teen readers, with over 1.1 milion followers on Instagram.

imprint: Fabbri Editori
15 x 21 cm | 197 pages
paperback 
May 2018

27.000 

COPIES 

SOLD

16.000 

COPIES 

SOLD

By the star of the hugely successful Alex 
& Co series, Eleonora Gaggero, two novels 
about  dreams coming true. 

imprint: Fabbri Editori
15 x 21 cm | 205 pages
paperback 
September 2017

        RIGHTS SOLD TO:
France l Univer Poche

Two 
immediate 

BEST
SELLERS
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10+
imprint: Fabbri Editori
21 x 15 cm | 208 pages | hardcover
Ill. Andrea drBestia Cavallini 
February 2019

PAOL A  MUL AZZ I 
has written heaps of books, cartoon strips and video 
games, only she can’t remember any of them. But she’s 
very proud of her sporting achievements. She managed 
to break an arm running into a wall in the gym. Playing 
volleyball, she invented the climb-up-the-net-spike and 
the take-it-with-the-shoulder receiving shot.  As a cyclist, 
she fell off her bike and straight onto a succulent with 
spiky leaves, and when sprinting to the sales, she broke 
her nose crashing into a shop window. Apart from all that, 
she’s in excellent shape.

Love makes you ... invisible!
From the outside, Carlito’s life is like that of all 
the other boys his age: he has a best bud who is 
a champion burper, a super kissy-wissy mum and 
some truly evil teachers. Until Viola appears! 
BOOM! Everything changes and Carlito turns into 
Mr Invisible, the most bungling, loved-up superhero 
ever. Nothing is impossible, however, and Mr Invisible 
may eventually manage to get himself noticed... 

A rip-roaring comedy of errors. 

Paola Mulazzi 
Love makes you . . .  invisible!

NEW
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imprint: Fabbri Editori
20 x 22 cm | 16 pages | cardboard w/internal flaps
ill. Carolina Grosa
September 2019

Why are we always taller in the morning than at night? How do you 
build a rocket with a straw and a balloon? How do you beat gravity 
in the kitchen? Why does our hair go all electric? How do you play 
a song and make sound waves with things lying around the kitchen? 
How do you build a parachute from a plastic bag? Millions of things 
happen around us every day, piquing our curiosity, presenting us with 
problems to solve, forcing us to come up with ingenious solutions to 
get round them... which is exactly what scientists do! Asking a series 
of comical questions and performing a range of easy experiments, 
Zeo, Ted and the wise dog Rod show young readers that we are all, 
every one of us, secret geniuses!

Andrea Vico
We’re all engineering whizzes 
We’re all science whizzes 

5+

A new way of introducing younger readers 
to science subjects, starting from everyday 
situations.

Engineering science

NEW
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ANDRE A  V I CO 
four children and a bicycle, Andrea has been a journalist since 1988 and 
has devoted a large part of his career to scientific education in daily 
newspapers, magazines, TV and radio. For several years he has run learning 
games and events in schools.  

Andrea Vico
We’re all technology whizzes 

We’re all maths whizzes 

imprint: Fabbri Editori
20 x 22 cm | 16 pages | cardboard w/internal flaps

ill. Carolina Grosa
September 2019

5+

technology mathematics 

NEW
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imprint: Fabbri Editori
23 x 26 cm | 14 pages 
boardbook with flaps
November 2018

3+

The Advent Calendar
An advent calendar, which introduces  the 
meaning of Christmas to very young  children 
and not just from a religious perspective.
Christmas is a special time for all children. The 
lights, the presents, and the songs: they all help to 
create a magical and exciting atmosphere. But what 
is the true spirit of Christmas? Nina is wandering 
around the city when she decides to try and find 
out by listening to the thoughts of her friends in 
the neighbourhood who are getting ready for the 
festivities. Nina discovers that Christmas has many 
different meanings but above all reflects the joy of 
spending time together.

This story can be enjoyed all in one 
go or by reading a little each day, 
just  like an advent  calendar!

With 25 flaps 
to lift and a 

Christmas tree 
to decorate 

with 25 stickers
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A funny way to know about  
flowers, fruit  and vegetables and 
the changing of the seasons.

A book filled with flaps you 
can lift and explore the magic 
of how seeds grow into fruit 

and vegetables.

City allotments, school vegetable patches, 
allotment therapy… the trend for growing 
fruit and vegetables at home and at school 
is on the rise.
Mother Nature’s secrets never fail to fascinate young 
children. What is more magical than watching a 
tiny seed transform into a seedling, then a stem 
upon which leaves, flowers and fruit will grow very 
slowly? Thanks to the book’s many flaps which can 
be lifted to reveal how a plant grows and even what 
happens under the ground, children will learn all 
about vegetable patches, how you grow one and 
which creatures live in them helping the plants to 
grow: bees, earthworms, caterpillars and ladybirds.

The little vegetable garden

ENG SAMPLE AVAILABLE 
imprint: Fabbri Editori
24 x 17 cm | 10 pages  
boardbook with flaps

March 2018
3+
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ENG SAMPLE AVAILABLE 
imprint: Fabbri Editori
18,5 x 15,5 cm | 24 pages| board book
26,5 X 24 cm | 24 pages | board book
March 2019

3+

Books that go beyond merely reading  
and help improve the reading experience 
between the adult and the child.
A children’s book is not just a story which is told, 
above all it is a story connecting the reader and 
the listener. But not all adults are expert readers. 
Wouldn’t it be great if the book itself could 
provide the means to create a beautiful reading 
experience both in terms of the story and sharing 
the experience of reading together? This is the 
idea behind these books, designed to transform 
the moment of reading into a little daily cuddle: 
some real quality time, which the book explains 
how you can achieve, ensuring fun time together.

A book Made for two

Every page contains a fun idea as
to how to read with your child.

The book works like this: read the book as though it were a normal book. When you 
get to the coloured text take a look at the suggestion indicated next to the little star. This 
will tell you what to do.
Child psychologists and teachers have written the suggestions, which are supported by 
various studies on children’s cognitive and emotional development.
These tips aim to help you to keep your child’s attention. Do not be discouraged if your 
child gets distracted after a few pages: concentration is a skill which is learnt gradually!
As a result, the reading experience will become more fun and rewarding for you both.
Ready? Here we go!

Books contain beautiful stories, 
but  the most  beautiful 
of all is the one connecting 
the reader to the listener.
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imprint: Fabbri Editori
15 x 15 cm | 22 pages 

board book
October 2018 – March 2019

2+

Let ’s read the classic fairy  
tales and discover more 
about  our feelings!

ST E FANI A  ANDREOL I 
Psychologist and therapist with years of experience 
working with families and schools, she is president of 
the Alice Onlus Association whose focus is parenting 
and writes for the newspaper Corriere della Sera 
and its blog La Ventisettesima (27th hour). Her 
latest parenting book is Papà, fatti sentire (Speak 
Up, Dad). (Bur Rizzoli, 2018).

The child psychologist Stefania Andreoli 
has written the series. At the end of each 
book she provides great advice and 
highlights areas for further reflection.
Fairy tales are an ideal springboard for entering 
the emotional world of young children. They 
are filled with symbols and imagery that speak 
directly to young readers’ hearts. In this series, 
each tale – from Red Riding Hood to Hansel and 
Gretel, from The Ugly Duckling to Beauty and 
a great resource for exploring and developing a 
better understanding of our feelings.

Fairytales to explain our feelings

16 tales, illustrated  
by Italy’s leading illustrators, 

originally retold.

Fairy tale – emotion

1. Sleeping Beauty – Love
2. The Ugly Duckling – Shame
3- Beauty And The Beast – Anger
4. Little Red Riding Hood – Wonder
5. Cinderella – Rivalry
6. Hansel And Gretel – Fear
7. Thumbelina – Disgust
8. The Frog Prince – Joy
9. The Three Little Pigs – Frustration
10. Puss In Boots – Confidence
11. Snow White – Envy
12. The Bremen Town Musicians – Confort
13. Tom Thumb – Abandonment Fear
14. Ali Baba And The Forty Thieves – Desire
15. The Little Mermaid – Bravery
16. The Emperor’s New Clothes – Embarassment
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All 
ages

Painted, scratched and carved images. A war on paper akin to a dance 
performance, from the acclaimed author of Fiume lento (The Slow River).
The story of the human race recounting conflicts through the ages, depicting both the destructive 
and the vibrant nature of conflict. An original and ambitious illustrated book in which the artist 
Alessandro Sanna becomes the author of a pyrotechnic and symbolic journey into the human 
soul, its nature and its extreme expressions, granting to the reader an escalation of colours and 
emotions, which are rarely encountered within the pages of just one book.

ALESSANDRO  SANNA 
has added colour and images to the words of Italo Calvino, 
David Grossman, Gianni Rodari and Beppe Fenoglio 
among others; he is the author of books which have 
been translated into English, French, German and Spanish; 
worked for the most important international magazines 
from Vanity Fair to the New Yorker; received awards and 
critical acclaim all around the world. He has won the 
Italian Andersen Prize three times: in 2006, 2009 and 
2014 with Fiume Lento (The Slow River) (Rizzoli), a long 
journey along the Po.

An incredible work comprising 
solely of illustrations, but  with the 
feel of a great  novel.

Alessandro Sanna
Like This Stone

23mmEsecutivo 236x331mm

“LE MANI PENSANO IN DIREZIONE DIVERSA DALLA MENTE;

SONO PIÙ AUDACI E IMPERTINENTI; COME GLI ANIMALI LASCIATI 

LIBERI CHE NON SI ALLONTANANO SUBITO E RESTANO LÌ

A VEDERE COSA FA L’UOMO.  E COSÌ HO DIPINTO,

SULLA STESSA CARTA CHE TOCCATE, UN VISIONARIO VIAGGIO.”

Al essandro Sanna  è uno dei più importanti illustratori italiani. Ha vinto

tre premi Andersen. Fiume lento. Un viaggio lungo il Po ha ricevuto il Super Premio 

Andersen nel 2014. Come questa pietra è un potente racconto per immagini dell’uomo 

e la sua invincibile inclinazione al conflitto, fin dalla prima pietra.

¤ 32,00

ISBN 978-88-17-10949-9Illustrazioni di Alessandro Sanna

Art Director: Francesca Leoneschi

Graphic Designer: Pietro Piscitelli / 

the Worldof DOT

CMYK

0000.cover.indd   1 20/02/19   16:34

One of the most important  
names in illustration 

 both in Italy and internationally.

imprint: Rizzoli
23,5 x 34 cm | 160 pages 

hardcover
March 2019

        RIGHTS SOLD TO:
China l Post Wave (Simplified Chinese) 
Taiwan l Locus Publishing
US l Enchanted Lion Books
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10+
imprint: Rizzoli
20 x28 cm | 120 pages | paperback
ill. Alessandro Sanna
March 2019

Alessandro Sanna
Slow river

Memories and tiny pieces of stories hidden 
in time come back to life through a set of 
illustrations full of poetry. Tales of wisdom 
following the flowing river and seasons.
A special book, the fruit of years’ of work and 
observation, a book lacking words but blessed with 
the voice, created through watercolour images, of 
the great wise river. Four seasons, four periods, four 
chapters telling the story of life, death, pain and joy 
along the author’s native and legendary riverbanks.

A new pocket-sized paperback 
edition containing an exciting 
journey along the Po River.

ALESSANDRO  SANNA 
has added colour and images to the words of Italo Calvino, 
David Grossman, Gianni Rodari and Beppe Fenoglio 
among others; he is the author of books which have 
been translated into English, French, German and Spanish; 
worked for the most important international magazines 
from Vanity Fair to the New Yorker; received awards and 
critical acclaim all around the world. He has won the 
Italian Andersen Prize three times: in 2006, 2009 and 
2014 with Fiume Lento (The Slow River), a long journey 
along the Po (Rizzoli).

«Don’t splatter random words on blank 
paper wherever there’s no need.  

In this case words take a different form 
and are made out of signs».

Ermanno Olmi - film director

  RIGHTS SOLD TO:
China l Post Wave (Simplified Chinese) 
Taiwan l Grimm Press (Complex Chinese)
Spain l Libros del Zorro Rojo

Germany l Peter Hammer Verlag
Czech Republic l Labyrint
US  l Enchanted Lion Books
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imprint: Rizzoli
25 x 29 cm | 80 pages | hardcover

ill. Giovanni Manna - Laura Maranresi
April 2019

This is an innovative book, which blends 
together illustrations and an original 
approach to telling readers about 
Leonardo Da Vinci’s many artistic and 
scientific interests.
Leonardo da Vinci was a painter, inventor and 
scientist. After his death, the contents of his 
notebooks were scattered in many different 
places including libraries and private collections: 
many were lost and others were divided up only 
to reappear mixed up. At the end of the 19th 
Century, his notes began to be transcribed and 
published. Finally, Leonardo’s work could be shared 
with the world: his studies of the moon and the 
formation of mountains; the movement of water 
and air; the human body; animals and the way 
plants grow. Leonardo understood that nature 
is a living entity, ever changing and moving. He 
was aware that everything that happens in the 
world of nature also occurs, through the same 
mechanisms, inside the human body. Through 
observation of small things, Leonardo discovered 
the great laws of nature.

Giovanni Manna - Laura Manaresi
Leonardo's world

GIOVANNI  MANNA 
was born in Florence, has illustrated over seventy 
books and has been awarded many prizes, including the 
Italian Andersen Prize for best illustrator. He dedicates 
himself to historical books with great passion because 
they enable him to recreate fascinating settings and 
characters.

L AUR A  MANARES I 
was born in Bologna, where she still lives and works. 
She loves telling the stories of history’s great authors 
and their works.

It  is 500 years since the death  
of history’s greatest  artist, scientist  
and inventor.

        RIGHTS SOLD TO:
Austria l Living Edition
China l  Beijing Yutian Hanfeng Books  

(Simplified Chinese) 

From one of the most prestigious Italian 
illustrator and winner of the Andersen Prize.

All 
ages
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imprint: Rizzoli
26 x 30 cm | 48 pages
hardover w/die cut and pocket / w/sheet of film
October 2018

A book to be read over and over again, 
like a traditional picture book, which also 
magically comes to life in the hands of a 
child thanks to a special layer of film.
Giulio and Bianca have a new kite and charging 
around with it is an adventure. In spring it flies too 
high into the clouds and on muggy days in summer 
it gets tangled up between the branches of a tree 
laden with peaches. In autumn, along with the 
yellowing leaves, it gets carried away by the wind 
and at Christmas it gets swept away by a passing 
sledge. Children will enjoy discovering which are 
the magical moving elements on each page: the 
jumping frog, the girl doing yoga in the park and 
the swirling and falling leaves.

I L AR I A  FA CCIOL I 
is an illustrator and graphic designer based in Milan. She’s 
been working with several publishers and companies 
including Feltrinelli, Adriano Salani, Edt Giralangolo, 
Ape Junior, Camon, Caf Onlus, Hera Group, Hearst 
Magazine, Pearson, Trading Group, Max Mara.

E MANUE LE  GI P PONI 
is a graphic designer. He works with Ilaria Faccioli 
running the graphic and communication studio Two 
hands are not enough.

An enchanting picture book based 
on the four seasons with a moving 
mechanism similar to the one  
in the Photicular series. 

This technology has never been used 
before in Italian books.

Ilaria Faccioli Emanuele Gipponi

All 
ages  RIGHTS SOLD TO:

China l Zhuoshi Tiancheng (Simplified Chinese)
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imprint: Rizzoli 
30 x 39 cm
48 pages
November 2013

imprint: Rizzoli 
30 x 39 cm
44 pages
November 2015

imprint: Rizzoli 
30 x 39 cm
44 pages
November 2012

 RIGHTS SOLD TO:
China l Beijing Yuanliu Classic Culture 
Korea l BookInFish
Taiwan l Cube Press

CHI AR A  C ARMINAT I
has published many books with Rizzoli 
and won the 2012 Andersen Prize for 
best author. 

LUCI A  S CUDE R I 
published in many countries, received the 
Andersen Prize for Rinoceronte in 2004.

ALBE RTO  CONF ORT I 
is a journalist, writer, editor and a 
passionate  expert of the mountain.

P I A  VALE NT INI S  
AND  MAURO  EVANGE L I STA

are illustrators of international fame, the 
first from Friuli but lives in Sardinia, the 
second comes from the Marche. They 
have in common a great sensibility and 
a poetic vision of images.

Three passionate 
tributes to Nature.

All 
ages

All 
ages

All 
ages

 RIGHTS SOLD TO:
China l Post Wave 
Taiwan l Cube Press

 RIGHTS SOLD TO:
China l Post Wave 
Taiwan l Cube Press
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